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ABSTRACT 

Multirow film cooing is an advanced cooling method to provide large surface cooling for gas turbine components 

exposed to high temperature. In this paper, the efficiency of multirow film cooling under different configurations is 

investigated numerically. The geometrical parameters including the hole arrangement, hole orientation and trenched hole 

are considered. The numerical setup is validated before the cooling performance of different configurations is predicted 

and analysed. The results showed that the staggered arrangement is not always beneficial to the cooling efficiency. For 

standard hole, the inline arrangement with opposite compound angles provides the best cooling efficiency. The trenches 

contribute a lot to the multirow film cooling. For all the configurations investigated, the cooling efficiency of multirow 

trenched holes is higher than the largest cooling efficiency obtained by standard holes. The configuration of inline 

compound angle holes with opposite orientation embedded in trenches is the best design throughout all the investigated 

configurations. 

INTRODUCTION 

With the continuing demand for higher output power and thermal efficiency, modern gas turbines operate at extremely 

high gas temperature that has far exceeded the softening temperature of blade material. Therefore, efficient cooling 

techniques must be applied to protect the thermal components of turbine for safe and durable operation (Han et al., 2012). 

Film cooling is used widespreadly in gas turbine, and the basic concept and analysis method have been thoroughly 

interpreted by Goldstein (1971). During the last 50 years, many studies have devoted to establishing a better understanding 

of the physics of film cooling (Acharya and Kanani, 2017), and meanwhile various strategies have been proposed to 

improve the film cooling efficiency (Zhang et al., 2020). Nevertheless, the cooling efficiency typically decayed quickly 

downstream of cooling hole due to film mixing with the hot gas. 

Multirow film cooling, also called effusion cooling, is the logical development of the discrete film cooling to provide 

a full coverage cooling for the combustors liners and turbine blades (Krewinkel, 2013). Multirow film cooling consists of 

densely packed cooling holes, so the many geometrical and flow parameters that influence the film cooling efficiency 

(Wang et al., 2020) are expected to affect the efficiency of multirow film cooling. Wei et al. (2019) studied the flow and 

heat transfer physics of effusion cooling with fan-shaped holes both experimentally and numerically. The results showed 

that compared with the cylindrical holes, the fan-shaped holes had obvious advantages in terms of adiabatic film cooling 

efficiency and discharge coefficient. Normally, the row-to-row interaction of the coolant jets benefits the film cooling 

performance since the kidney vortices can be countered to some extent by the secondary vortices from the holes in the next 

row. Huang and He (2019) numerically investigated the effect of inhomogeneous porosity on effusion cooling performance. 

The results showed that the high heat conduction inside the solid reduced the inhomogeneous effect, while the 

inhomogeneous porosity had a remarkable effect on the local effusion cooling efficiency when a low thermal-conductivity 

Thermal Barrier Coating (TBC) covered the surface. Li et al. (2019) investigated the effects of wall thickness and injection 

directions on the effusion cooling performance by a complete measurement of the adiabatic film efficiency and heat transfer 

coefficient. The results showed that decreasing the wall thickness caused a noticeable decline of the cooling efficiency in 

case of forward injection, while marginal improvement of the cooling efficiency in case of backward injection. The 

backward injection generally provided the higher cooling efficiency, heat transfer coefficient and the net heat flux 

reduction, which indicated that the backward injection provided better overall cooling performance. 

Due to the fact that the role-to-role interactions are significant in effusion cooling (Wang et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 

2020), hole arrangement becomes an important factor that determines the effusion cooling efficiency. For simple angle 

holes, the staggered configuration is believed to have better film coverage than the inline configuration. However, for 
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compound angle holes, the staggered arrangement was not always the most optimum design. Ahn et al. (2003) studied the 

film cooling performance of two roles of holes with opposite orientation angles experimentally. Different cooling hole 

arrangements were considered including an inline configuration and three staggered configurations. The results showed 

that the inline configuration provided the best area-averaged cooling effectiveness at the blowing ratio of 1.0 throughout 

all the investigated cases. Kusterer et al. (2007) proposed the double-jet film cooling (DJFC) scheme that consisted of two 

roles of compound angle hole. The compound angle of one role was 45° and another was -45°. The result showed that high 

film cooling effectiveness was reached because an anti-kidney vortex pair was established in the interaction of the double-

jet. Paitich et al. (2021) conducted an experimental study of the compound angle influence on the effusion cooling 

effectiveness. They found that the compound angles of 30° and 60° offered more effective and uniform cooling film due 

to the coalescence of jets. These investigations indicate that the hole angle should be considered into the hole arrangement 

design to evaluate the effusion cooling performance. 

Although the effusion cooling has been well demonstrated to be a highly effective cooling scheme, the film coverage 

and cooling efficiency in the front zone of an effusion plate still remain further improvement (Qu et al., 2017). The “hole-

in-slot” geometry or so-called trenched hole proposed by Bunker (2002) could provide about 50% to 70% improvement of 

cooling efficiency in the near-hole region and also improved performance over most of the downstream surface. Waye and 

Bogard (2007) studied the cooling efficiency of trenched hole on the suction side of a turbine vane. They showed that the 

cooling level exhibited by the trenched hole was comparable to shaped holes, while the trenched hole was much easier and 

cheaper to be manufactured. The underlying mechanism in the trenched hole for the improved cooling performance were 

inverstigated using LES (Renze et al., 2008; Hou et al., 2019). 

Although the multirow film cooling performance with simple angle hole and compound angle hole has been 

investigated in the above literature, the combined effects of hole arrangements, hole orientation and trenched hole is not 

widely investigated. In the above context, this paper numerically investigated the multirow cooling performance of the 

different configurations, and presented a comprehensive comparison of the cooling efficiency and aerodynamic loss. 

Among them, the configuration combining multirow double-jet film cooling scheme with/without trench has not been 

investigated before in the open literature. This paper is structured as follows. At the first, the numerical method is validated 

by comparing with the experimental data in the literature. Then, the cooling efficiency for different configurations and the 

significant flow structure are analysed. Lastly, the aerodynamic loss is evaluated. 

METHODOLOGY 

Computational domain 

The cooling configurations investigated are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The pure simple angle (SA) jets and pure 

compound angle (CA) jets, and their combination are considered. For compound angle, an orientation of 45° (the opposite 

is -45°) is selected. Two types of hole arrangements, i.e., inline and staggered are considered. Thus, there are 8 

configurations for effusion cooling with standard holes, as well as the 8 counterparts with trenched hole. 

 

Figure 1 The different cooling configurations with standard hole 
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Figure 2 The different hole configurations with trenched hole 
 

A typical geometry of the computation domain is shown in Fig. 3 and the boundary conditions is shown in Fig. 4.which 

are referred to experimental research in Li et al. (2019). The computational domain is the “plenum-tube-mainflow” model, 

which is dimensioned by the tube diameter d (=2mm). The mainstream inlet is 13d upstream of the first row of the cooling 

hole, and the outlet is 26d downstream of the last row of the cooling hole. The top surface of the mainstream is 20d away 

from the cooling wall. The plenum is 12d in height, and the side walls of the plenum are located at 13d away from the first 

row and the last role of the cooling holes. The cooling wall, i.e., the effusion plate consists of eight rows of holes, and the 

streamwise and lateral pitches are Px=10d, Py=6d. The streamwise inclination angle of the hole is 30°, and the length of the 

hole tube is L/d (=2d). In the case of the trenched holes, the trench depth is 0.5d, and the width of the trench is 2d. The x, 

y and z axis are the mainstream, lateral and wall normal directions, respectively. The origin of the Cartesian coordinate is 

at the midspan of the first row of cooling hole. 

A velocity profile that follows the 1/7 law is set at the mainstream inlet, that is 

  71
  δzUu   (1) 

where the boundary layer thickness at the inlet δ  is 1.5d. The mainstream velocity U  is 15m/s, and the turbulence 

intensity is 3.5% at the inlet. An uniform velocity of 0.1m/s is set at the plenum inlet provide a blowing ratio of 1.0, that is 




Uρ

Uρ
M

jj
  (2) 

where the jet velocity magnitude Uj at the cooling hole exit can be evaluated based on the conservation of mass, 

plenumplenumjholejj AWρAUρ    (3) 

where holeA  and plenumA  are the total cross-section area of the cooling holes and the plenum inlet, respectively. plenumW  

is the plenum inlet velocity. The temperature of the mainstream and coolant is 375K and 250K, respectively. Thus, the 

density ratio of 1.5 is considered. The outlet is pressure outlet. The symmetry boundary condition is applied on the upper 

surface. The periodic boundary condition is applied on the front and back surfaces of the computational domain. All the 

other walls are set as adiabatic and no-slip. In this paper, the velocity in the mainstream and jet are relatively small, and 

thus, the incompressible air ideal gas is assumed for both the mainstream and the coolant. 
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Figure 3 Typical geometry of the computational domain 
 

 

Figure 4 Boundary conditions 
 

The surface mesh in the near-hole region is shown in Fig. 5. The unstructured mesh is generated by the ANSYS 

Meshing. The first layer thickness adjacent to the wall is about 1×10-5m, thus, y+=1 is ensured. As much as 30 mesh layers 

are used in the boundary layer mesh of the cooling wall to resolve the interactions of the jets and the mainstream. 

 

Figure 5 Surface mesh in the near-hole region for different configurations 
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Numerical method and validation 

The commercial software ANSYS Fluent 2020 R2 is used to conduct the numerical simulations.The steady RANS 

method is used based on the fact that the lateral averaged thermal field of film cooling can be well predicted by RANS 

(Harrison and Bogard, 2008; Stratton and Shih, 2019). In this paper the standard k-e turbulence model is adopted and the 

scalable wall functions is used to prevent from deterioration of result when calculating on fine grids. The minimum 

residuals for the convergence criteria is set at 10−4 for continuity and momentum, and 10−6 for energy equations, 

respectively. Typically, the converged solution can be obtained after 500 iterations. 

The results of numerical validation and mesh independent study are shown in Fig. 6. The lateral-averaged cooling 

efficiency is well compared between the numerical results and the experimental data (Li et al., 2019). The lateral-averaged 

cooling efficiency is defined as 

   
d

d
dyyxη

d
xη

3

3
,

6

1
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where η is the adiabatic wall cooling efficiency and defined as 

j
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The results of the mesh size of 7.0 million and 9.0 million are nearly the same, which shows that the the mesh size of 

7.0 million is enough to obtain the mesh-independent result. 

 

Figure 6 Results of the numerical validation and mesh independent study 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Film cooling coverage 

The adiabatic cooling efficiency distribution for different cooling configurations is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. For the 

standard hole, the effusion plate is not fully coveraged by the cooling film, except the configuration with CA staggered 

arrangement. The configuration of CA -45° / 45° provides a high level of local cooling efficiency downstream of the fifth 

row, which indicates that the cooling film is adhered to the wall perfectly. This phenomena is expected to be caused by the 

double-jet interation (Kusterer et al. 2007). For the the trenched hole, most of the configurations reach the full coverage 

cooling downstream of the third row of the cooling holes. Obviously, the trenched CA -45° / 45° provides the best film 

coverage, and a full-coveraged cooling is obtained downstream of the second row. 

A more detailed comparison of the cooling efficiency among all the configurations is shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The 

result shows that due to the superposition of the coolant the lateral-averaged cooling efficiency is generally increased 

downstream. For standard hole, the configuration of CA -45° / 45° offers better cooing efficiency than other configuration 

(Fig. 9a). For trenched hole, the cooling efficiency near the back wall of the trench is improved larged, which is believed 

to be caused by the enhanced lateral spreading of the coolant. Moreover, trenched holes futher improved the cooling 

efficiency of the configuration of CA -45° / 45° (Fig. 9b). In fact, trenched holes can enhance the cooling efficiency of all 

the configurations with standard holes, as shown in Fig. 10. The most promising result with trenched hole is that whatever 

the configuration investigated in the paer, trenched holes provide at least the best cooling efficiency provided by the 

standard hole. 
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Figure 7 Adiabatic cooling efficiency contour for different configurations with standard hole 

 

 

Figure 8 Adiabatic cooling efficiency contour for different configurations with trenched hole 
 

    
   (a) Standard hole                              (b) Trenched hole 

Figure 9 Lateral-averaged cooling efficiency for different film cooling configurations 
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Figure 10 Area-averaged cooling efficiency for different film cooling configurations 

Flow structure 

To better understand the film cooling efficiency, the flow and temperature feature in the midspan is studied as shown 

in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. For the standard hole, the difference of the centreline film coverage between inline arrangement and 

staggered arrangement is significant. However, for the trenched hole the difference is not clear, which indicates that the 

trench can alleviate the effect of the inline/staggered arrangement. Moreover, the trenched hole configuration produce a 

better centreline film coverage than the corresponding standard hole configuration, especially for the SA inline 

configuration and CA -45° / 45° inline configuration. 

To be more detailed, the SA inline, SA staggered and CA -45° / 45° inline configurations are chosen as representatives, 

and their flow structure and thermal feature in the region of the first two rows of cooling hole are investigated. Due to the 

trench geometry, the flow structure in the trench is more complex. The mainstream boundary layer separates at the upstream 

wall of the trench, and large vortex is formed. The hot mainstream is entrained to the trench bottom during which some 

coolant is entrained from the windward of the cooling hole and mixes with the entrained mainstream. The downstream wall 

of the trench acts as blockage, and the crash coolant is then spread laterally. However, the vortex behaviour is not the same 

in the CA -45° / 45° inline configuration compared to the SA inline and staggered configuration. Due to the hole angle 

orientation effect, the vortex flows through the trench in the direction of compound angle, thus leading to a more uniform 

coolant spreading. Without trench, the CA -45° / 45° inline configuration also provides better coolant coverage than other 

two configurations. The coolant coverage in the SA staggered case is better than the SA inline case, due to the upstream 

coolant jet contribution. 

 

Figure 11 Dimensionless temperature contour overlaid with streamlines for standard hole cooling at 
y/d=0 
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Figure 12 Dimensionless temperature contour overlaid with streamlines for trenched hole cooling at 
y/d=0 

 

 

Figure 13 Streamlines colored by the dimensionless temperature for different cooling configurations 

Total pressure loss 

The aerodynamic loss is another important indicator in the film cooling application. Here, we evaluate the aerodynamic 

loss by the total pressure loss coefficient Cp, depicted as 

outin,

out,in,

PP

PP
C

t

tt

p



  (6) 
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where in,tP  and out,tP  are mass-flow weighted total pressure of the computational domain inlet and outlet, and outP  is 

the static pressure of the computational domain outlet. Considering the mainstream and secondary jets, in,tP is given by 

c

ctct

t
mm

PmPm
P








 ,,

in,  (7) 

where ,tP  and ctP ,  are mass-flow weighted total pressure of the mainstream and coolant inlet, m  and cm  are the 

mass flow of the mainstream and coolant inlet, respectively. 

The total pressure loss coefficient for different film cooling configurations are shown in Fig. 14. For standard hole, 

compound angle contributes a little more total pressure loss compared to the single angle hole. Hole in trench produces an 

addition total pressure loss coefficient by about 0.03 compared to the corresponding standard hole case. Though the 

trenched CA -45° / 45° inline configuration presents the best cooling efficiency, its pressure loss level is also the top. So 

in the practical application, both the cooling efficiency and aerodynamic loss should be considered. 

 

Figure 14 Total pressure loss coefficient for different film cooling configurations 

CONCLUSIONS 

The effects of hole arrangement, hole orientation and trenched hole on the multirow cooling efficiency are investigated 

numerically. As many as 16 cooling configurations are studied and their wall thermal characteristics are analyzed. It can 

be concluded that: 

(a) The staggered arrangement is not always improving the multirow cooling efficiency, while the efficiency of multirow 

trenched holes is always higher than their counterpart with standard holes. 

(b) For standard hole, the CA -45° / 45° configuration provides the best area-averaged cooling efficiency, However, for 

all the hole configurations, trenched holes provide higher area-averaged cooling efficiency than the best provided by 

the standard holes. 

(c) The best cooling configuration throughout the investigated designs is the CA -45° / 45° with trenched holes. The 

cooling efficiency in the front zone of the effusion plate is improved largely and a full-coveraged cooling is obtained 

after the second row. 

NOMENCLATURE 

LES = large-eddy simulation 

RANS = Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes 

SA = simple angle 

CA = compound angle 

d = cooling hole diameter 

Px = streamwise pitch of cooling hole 

Py = lateral pitch of cooling hole 

T = Temperature 

U = Velocity magnitude 

Subscripts 

∞ = mainstream 

j = jet 
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